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About This Game

As a head of young, but very ambitious space launch corporation, you have to become the best in this area and interlink all Sun
System with your spacecraft. You will start from small tasks - testing of modules, orbital flights, but then things will become

more serious!

Try to achieve different types of goals that the game offer to you, and eventually expand the borders of human civilization to the
outer limits of the Sun System!
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Principal features of the game:

Realistic physic and mathematic models. The Tsiolkovsky equation is taken into account!

Many different rocket modules that give a plenty of possible combinations;

Different types of missions reflecting your gradual ascension to the status of deep space explorer;

Improve your technological level to launch more sophisticated rockets towards more distant worlds.
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Absolutely terrible game.

I honestly thought it was an Early Access title while playing it. Guess what, it's not!

The "tutorial" (which is 100% required) is poorly done, and some screens flip by super fast while others stay there for ever.

Several places the text is just placeholders. This game is absolutely not finished, I will be requesting a refund.. Seems
incomplete. Cant progress beyond a certain point very very early on. No dev presence. Will end up refuding as it seems like a
scam.

Edit: Seems the devs finally showed up so I exclude the idea this may be a scam but it sure wasnt worth the money. So if there
were a sideways vote thats what I would give it. Just seems like a mass markety unity asset rush job, and this is based on the 6 or
7 other titles they rushed onto steam. So buy at your own risk I guess. I just wasnt very impressed with what little I got to see, as
it certainly didnt warrant the pricing. Ive seen free flash games that had more content.. Dosen't work.... It could be fun, but, in
the final analysis it is just too clunky. The game interface is very difficult to use and the "On screen" instructions are
misleading. You are sent to screens with instructions that cannot be accomplished.. The game is trash. The devs have abandoned
it and bugs abound. Not to mention the extreme difficulty of the "game". There are missions were you have to get your ship at a
certain angle, but each time you click( one click per degree of attitude left or right) it deals damage to your ship. You can
acheive the goal of nine or minus nine, but bigger numbers mean you destroy yuorself before getting the the target. Just don't
buy this. Don't even add to your library if you see it for free. It's THAT bad.. I really want to like this but there seems to be no
way to get past the first few missions and no clues as to what the tech advances do.. this game sucks i want my money back. DO
NOT BUY. it sucks, don't buy it!!!!!
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This game is unplayable in its current state. The rocket construction literally will remove the entire rocket when you "remove"
too many components. If you fail the first mission it continues to give you harder missions and is impossible to progress since
you never gain any "space coins".

The promise of this game sounds really cool, aims high and does not even get off the ground.

This review is for the initial release version. Subsequent patches may resolve the above issues.
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